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The Newspaper-workshop

DESTROYED
my IMWe!
Volunteers Needed!

Not surprisingly, all the journalists in the London
Times quit their jobs today. The Scotland Yard is
investigating the editor for several misdemeanors.
We have comments from the involved parts.

Renowned Scientist, World Class Laboratory looking for
Volunteers
for experiments in the crucial new field of



Entirely Safe! Highly Pleasurable! 100% Success Rate Expected

Increase your empa thy - feel like you never have before
Contact Sir William Higglebottom

PICKUP-LINE

SUPPORT

If you don`t know how to start a conversation or you just want to impress
your partner with your linguistic
skills, here you are: Short but useful
sentences, which are suitable on any
occasion.
ENGLISH:
I`m sick. May I infect you too?
ICELANDIC:
Ég er veik(ur). Má ég smita þig?
NORWEGIAN:
Jeg er syk, kan jeg smitte deg?
SLOVENIAN:
Bolan sem, ali te lahko
okuzim?
DEUTSCH: Ich bin krank, darf ich dich
auch anstecken?

Come to the IMWe 2008.

Only 343 days left!
Pack your sandals, your bed of
nails and leap upon your carpet
and take flight to Al’ Mashewa
where great adventures await
you!

Next Easter you’ll be surrounded by
creeping cobras, spitting camels and
fakirs walking barefoot over scorching
coals. So, be sure to catch up on your
tan, Persian and sword eating since
Easter is only 343 days away!

JOSTEIN “POWERS“ SØVIK
(THE SUPREME RULING EDITOR
IN CHIEF) - “I have never ever
worked with a less competent
pack of lazy buggers! How these
people even managed to sign up
for the IMWe themselves will
remain a mystery to me until the
day that I die alone in my hole
where I’m still hiding from the
shame of publishing so completely lame newspapers as we
did on this IMWe.“

FLORIAN “DIC“ FRIEDRICH - “I
quit. In comparison to our team
meetings the Second World War
was a children’s birthday party.
Coming here as a hopeful young
journalist, I was soon disillusioned as brutally as an easter
bunny in a herd of panicking
reindeer.”

LAURA - “CHOCOLATE BITCH”
MIĶELSONE
“I joined the workshop with
great expectations; however,
after a week of harassment, underpayment, gender discrimination, lack of sufficient chocolate
supply, no spa treatment, I’ve
come to the conclusion that it is
time to quit. Down with London
Times!”

SIRI “GOOSEBUMPS“ KVAMMEN
- “I joined the LT because I
wanted some fun and gossiping,
but it turned to be an Easternighmare. This controlfreakmaniac-editor has been bossing
around with his grumpy morning-face trying to kill everone
who are tripping in the chords.
We’ve been fored to work our
asses of from sunrise till late
night. I’ll get a sick-leave when
I get home. Next year I’ll go
skiing in Sahara!”

INGA AUÐBJÖRG,

A.K.A. ZOTHE
TATTY-TOOTHED
- “Newspaper-workshop. What an ordeal! Having to write complicated articles still under the influence
of Keiler and unreasonable
lack of sleep. I couldn’t have
done it without Paracetamol
Hot, papiertaschentücher, my
Apple Jarþrúður and my signlanguage-to-English dictionary
called Florian.”
PHONIA
GIPSY

VALENTIN “JEKYLL” FRIEDRICH
- “Thanks to the Newspaper
Workshop, I now feel like a baby
seal after being clubbed to death.
My fellow newspaper colleagues
have been using me all week
long and are now revealing their
true, monstrous and depraved
nature.”

MARLEEN “TOO LONG“ SCHW- MADS “MAD MADS“ GRANLOUISE “DANGER“ HOLSTEIN ERDT - “Imagine to vegetate in BERG - “No comment.”
“After a late arrival I reached the
a cold and lightless jailhouse
London Times for a busy week.
with 9 other mourning prisoners reigned by the slave driver Jos-After a week with writing, writtein swinging the whips. This damn crazy lot drove me into addic-ing, writing, pressure, deadlines
tion to choc and over- watered coffee. I will never be clean againand the desperate search for a stoand dedicate my life to drugs and writing forever chased by thery my head is completely empty
hatred of Easter Bunny. I love Newspaper Workshop!”
and tired.”

BENEDIKT “BAD BENE“ NIENTIED - “Can you imagine seeing IMWe only through the
coloured glasses of a „London
Times“ reporter? Looking into
the small display of the camera, everytime searching for
“the“ picture? I had to skip before I got totally lost in it!”

F
IND THE 10 DIFFERENCES
The Ultimate Find-Out-How-Tired-You-Are-After-The-IMWe-Test!
Did you get enough sleep during the week, or are you walking around like a zombie on rohypnol? Have a look on the two
photos below and see if you are able to make out the differences. If you can find all 10, you can consider youself a superhuman. If you, however, don’t manage more than 0-5, you’re a stupid, inferiour, lame, dumb twit....it’s as simple as that!

To do list before
Now that the secret is revealed and we
all know that the next get together will
be in a bazaar at Al’Mashewa, traveling
back in time to the year 890, there are
some very important things to do to be
fully prepared for the adventure of your
lifetime…

WE PROVIDE YOU WITH THE CHECK LIST:
• Shape up! You have a whole year for it!
Once you get back from London, take up
jogging, swimming, biking, etc… Your target weight: Take your height in cm, deduct
100 (if you are a guy) and 110 (if you are a
girl): voila – that is your target weight!
• As we know, it is pretty hot down at the
bazaar, so some nice tan would be very appropriate – either buy a subscription to the
nearest solarium, or spend a month in Nigeria!
• Get your belly pierced. And any other appropriate part(s) of the body…
• Get on with the belly dancing to be the
dancing king/queen at the Caravanserai!
• Start writing from right to left!
• Forget monogamy! Polygamy is the name
of the game – guys, start building your harems now!
• Improve your bargaining skills: may it be
at the supermarket, hairdresser, bank or in
bed!
• Don’t forget to polish your lamp, however,
keep some of the oil inside!
• Buy a snake (cobra preferably) and charm
it! It will help you when it comes to hypnotizing the belly dancer of your choice!
• Turn up your heating to 35 degrees and
start walking around half naked. Today.


 

     
  
 



 


  

 


